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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

TECHNICAL NOTE D-581

FREE-SPINNING-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A 1/20-SCALE MODEL

OF AN UNSWEPT-WING JET-PROPELLED TRAINER AIRPLANE

By James S. Bowman, Jr., and Frederick M. Healy

SUMM Y

An investigation has been made in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning

tunnel to determine the erect and inverted spin and recovery character-

istics of a 1/20-scale dynamic model of a jet-propelled trainer airplane.

The model results indicate that the optimum technique for recovery

from erect spins of the airplane will be dependent on the distribution

of the disposable load. The recommended recovery procedure for spins

encountered at the flight design gross weight is simultaneous rudder

reversal to against the spin and aileron movement to with the spin.

With full wingtip tanks plus rocket installation and full internal fuel

load, rudder reversal should be followed by a downward movement of the

elevator. For the flight design gross weight plus partially full wing-

tip tanks_ recovery should be attempted by simultaneous rudder reversal

to against the spin, movement of ailerons to with the spin_ and ejection

of the wingtip tanks.

The optim_n recovery technique for airplane-inverted spins is rudder

reversal to against the spin with the stick maintained longitudinally

and laterally neutral.

INTRODUCTION

An investigation has been made in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning

tunnel to determine the spin and spin-recovery characteristics of a

1/20-scale dynamic model of an unswept-wing, jet-propelled, two-place

tandem trainer airplane.

The erect spin and recovery characteristics of the model were deter-

mined for the flight design gross weight; for a loading condition with

full wingtip tanks, rocket installation_ and full internal fuel load;

and for the flight design gross weight plus partially full wingtip tanks.

The inverted-spin investigation was made for the flight design gross

weight, both with and without partially full wingtip tanks.
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SYMBOLS

b

S

m

Ix,Iy,l Z

Ix - Iy

mb 2

Iy- IZ

mb 2

IZ - IX

mb 2

0

O5

¢

V

wing span, ft

wing area, sq ft

mean aerodynamic chord, ft

ratio of distance of center of gravity rearward of leading

edge of mean aerodynamic chord to mean aerodynamic chord

ratio of distance between center of gravity and fuselage

reference line to mean aerodyI_amic chord (positive when

center of gravity is below lir_e)

mass of airplane, slugs

moments of inertia about X, Y, and Z body axes, respectively,

slug-ft 2

inertia yawing-moment parameter

inertia rolling-moment parameter

inertia pitching-moment parameter

air density, slug/cu ft

relative density factor of airp_ane, m/pSb

angle between fuselage reference line and vertical (approxi-

mately equal to absolute value of angle of attack at plane

of symmetry), deg

angle between span axis and horizontal, deg

full-scale true rate of descent, fps

full-scale angular velocity abo_t spin axis, rps
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The 1/20-scale dynamic model of a jet-propelled trainer airplane

was used for the investigation. The model was constructed primarily of

molded plastic-impregnated Fiberglas. The dimensional characteristics

of the airplane are presented in table I. A three-view drawing of the

model as tested is shown in figure 1. A modified rudder configuration

is shown in figure 2. Photographs of the model are shown in figures 3
and 4.

The model was ballasted to obtain dynamic similarity to the airplane

at an altitude of 35,000 feet (p = 0.000736 slug/cu ft). The mass char-

acteristics for the loadings of the airplane and for the loadings tested

on the model are presented in table II. A remote-control mechanism was

installed in the model to actuate the controls and sufficient torque was

applied to the controls to reverse them fully and rapidly for the recov-

ery attempts. Controls were set with an accuracy of ±l °.

The following normal maximum control deflections (measured perpen-

dicular to the control hinge lines) were used during the test program:

Rudder deflection, deg:

Right .............................. 25

Left ..... . ......................... 25

Elevator deflection, deg:

Up • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •

Dowlq ..............

............... 27

............. 15

Aileron deflection, deg:

Up .............................. 12

Down ............................. 13

Spin-tunnel tests are usually performed to determine the spin and

recovery characteristics of a model for the normal spinning-control con-

figuration (elevator full up, lateral controls neutral, and rudder full

with the spin) and for various other lateral control and elevator com-

binations, including neutral and maximum settings of the surfaces.

Recovery is generally attempted by rapid full reversal of the rudderj by

rapid full reversal of both rudder and elevator, or by rapid full reversal

of the rudder simultaneously with deflection of ailerons to full with the

spin. The particular control manipulation required for recovery is gen-

erally dependent on the mass and dimensional characteristics of the model

(ref. i). Tests are also performed to evaluate the possible adverse

effects on recovery of small deviations from the normal control config-

uration for spinning. For these tests the elevator is set at either full

up or two-thirds of its full-up deflection, and the lateral controls are



set at one-third of full deflection in the d2rection conducive to slower
recoveries which maybe either against the spin (stick left in a right
spin) or with the spin, depending primarily on the masscharacteristics
of the particular model. Recovery is attemp_ed by rapidly reversing the
rudder from full with the spin to only two-thirds against the spin, by
simultaneously reversing the rudder to two-thirds against the spin and
moving the elevator to either neutral or two-thirds down, or by simul-
taneously reversing the rudder to two-thirds against the spin and moving
the stick to two-thirds with the spin. The control configuration and
manipulation used is referred to as the "crii_erion spin," with the par-
ticular control settings and manipulation used being dependent on the
mass and dimensional characteristics of the model.

Turns for recovery are measured from th_ time the controls are moved
to the time the spin rotation ceases. Recow_rycharacteristics of a
model are generally considered satisfactory Lf recovery attempted from
the criterion spin in any of the mannerspreriously described is accom-
plished within 2! turns. This value has been selected on the basis of

4

spin-recovery data of full-scale airplanes tiuat are available for com-

parison with corresponding model test results3.

General descriptions of model testing techniques, methods of inter-

preting test results, and correlation betwee] model and airplane results

are presented in reference i.

Model spin-recovery information as presented in the charts includes

the following notation: For spins in which _ model has a rate of descent

in excess of that which can readily be obtained in the tunnel, the rate

of descent is recorded as greater than the w_locity at the time the model

hit the safety net, for example, >300 feet p_r second, full-scale. In

such tests, the recoveries are attempted before the model reaches its

final steeper attitude and while it is still descending in the tunnel.

Such results are considered conservative; that is, recoveries are gen-

erally not as fast as when the model is in t%e final steeper attitude.

For recovery attempts in which a model strikgs the safety net while it

is still in a spin, the recovery is recorded as greater than the number

of turns from the time the controls are movel to the time that the model

strikes the net, as >3. A >3-turn recovery, however, does not neces-

sarily indicate an improvement over a >7-turn recovery. When a model

recovers without control movement (rudder held with the spin), the

results are recorded as "no spin."
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The results of the model tests are presented in charts i to 5. Inas-

much as the results to the right and left were generally similar_ the data

are arbitrarily presented in terms of right spins.

During the test program, the rudder was changed from a single sur-

face to a divided configuration, with movable portions above and below

the horizontal tail, and the inboard elevator cutouts were eliminated

(fig. 2 Brief tests were made with a fence on the vertical tail

(fig. i No significant influence on the spin and recovery character-

istics of the model was observed due to either modification.

Erect Spins

Because of variations in disposable load, the possible mass distri-

bution of the airplane can vary from a condition in which the loading

is predominantly along the wings to one in which the airplane is loaded

predominantly along the fuselage. (Wing-heavy and fuselage-heavy loadings

based on full-scale inertia calculations and a loading for which IX

and Iy were similar were investigated.) As discussed in reference I,

the optimum recovery technique for an airplane is dependent on the arrange-

ment of the loading; therefore, if the distribution varies widely_ alter-

nate techniques may be required. The techniques determined for the spin

test model are discussed under the various loading conditions tested.

Flight design gross weight.- The results of tests conducted with the

model ballasted for the flight design gross weight If_ i fY = _18 7 x 10 -4

mb 2

i in table II) are presented in chart I. As indicated in theloading
!

chart, maintaining ailerons against the spin tends to retard recovery,

and maintaining elevator full up tends to promote recovery. Based on

the results obtained for the criterion spin_ the optimum recovery tech-

nique recommended for the airplane at the flight design gross weight is

simultaneous rudder reversal to full against the spin and movement of

ailerons to full with the spin (stick right in a right spin). The ele-

vator should be maintained full up until recovery appears imm_nent.

Full wingtip tanks plus rocket installation and full internal fuel

load.- The results of tests conducted with the model ballasted with full

wingtip tanks plus rocket installation and full internal fuel load
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{IX - Iy I)m_ 2 - 182 X 10 -4 , loading 4 in table I are presented in chart 2.

The model results indicate that satisfactory recoveries are obtainable

by rudder reversal and downward movement of t>_e elevator. The recommended

airplane recovery procedure is rudder reversal to full against the spin

followed approximately one-half turn later by forward movement of the

stick. Aileron effects appear to be minor, blt it is advisable to avoid

aileron deflection with the spin for this loading while attempting

recovery.

Fli@ht design gross weisht plus partially full win_tip tanks.- Model

tests (not presented in chart form) for the flight design gross weight

IX - Iy

plus partially_ full wingtip tanks \ mb 2 = -18 x 10 -4 , loading 7 in

table II) indicated that satisfactory recoveries could not be obtained
l

either by rudder reversal alone or by rudder reversal accompanied by

movement of elevator to full down. The use of strakes as an aid to

recovery was also investigated but recoveries attempted by rudder rever-

sal with various strakes (ref. i) mounted on the nose were unsatisfactory.

The results presented in chart 3 indicate that satisfactory recov-

eries from inadvertent spins can be obtained by simultaneous rudder

reversal to against the spin, movement of ailerons to with the spin, and

ejection of the wingtip tanks. The elevator should be maintained full

up until recovery appears imminent. Intenticnal spinning in this condi-

tion should be avoided.

L
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Inverted Spins

The order used for presenting the data for the inverted spins is

different from that used for erect spins. For inverted spins, the

"controls crossed" condition for the developed spin (right rudder pedal

forward and stick to the pilot's left for a spin to the pilot's right) is

presented to the right of the chart and the "stick back" condition is pre-

sented at the bottom of the chart. When the controls are crossed in the

developed spin, the lateral controls aid the rolling motion; when the con-

trols are together, the lateral controls oppose the rolling motion. The

angle _ and the longitudinal control position in the chart (and text)

are given as up or down relative to the ground.

The results of model inverted spin tests for the flight design gross

weight (loading I in table II) are presented in chart 4 and for the flight

design gross weight plus partially full wingtip tanks (loading 7 in

table II) in chart 5- The model spun steeply in the inverted attitude
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and recovered rapidly. Inverted spins encountered by the airplane should

be readily terminated by full rudder reversal to against the spin with

the stick longitudinally and laterally neutral.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

L

8

7

2

From a free-spinning tunnel investigation of a 1/20-scale dynamic

model of an unswept-wing jet-propelled trainer airplane at. a simulated

test altitude of 35,000 feet, the following results are considered appli-

cable to the spin and recovery characteristics of the corresponding

airplane:

i. The optimum technique for satisfactory recovery from erect spins

will vary according to the airplane mass distribution. For the flight

design gross weight, recovery should be attempted by simultaneous rudder

reversal to against the spin and movement of ailerons to with the spin;

with full wingtip tanks plus rocket installation and full internal fuel

load, rudder reversal to against the spin should be followed by downward

movement of the elevator; for the flight design gross weight plus par-

tially full wingtip tanks, the recommended technique is simultaneous rud-

der reversal to against the spin, movement of ailerons to with the spin,

and ejection of the wingtip tanks.

2. Satisfactory recovery from airplane inverted spins should be

obtained by rudder reversal to against the spin with the longitudinal

and lateral controls maintained at neutral.

Langley Research Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Langley Field, Va., November 23, 1959.
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TABLE I.- DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRPIANE

REPRESENTED BY THE 1/20-SCALE MODEL

Overall length, ft ....................... 38.27

Wing:

Span, ft ........................... 36

Area, sq ft ......................... 255

Root chord, in ........................ 114.27

Tip chord, in ........................ 56.66

Mean aerodynamic chord, in .................. 88.88

Leading edge of _ rearward of leading edge

of root chord, in ..................... 10.16

Aspect ratio ......................... 5.0

Taper ratio ......................... 0.50

Dihedral, deg ........................ 3

Sweepback of 40 percent chord, deg .............. 0
Incidence:

Root, deg ......................... 2

Tip, deg ......................... -i

Airfoil section (a = 0.8) modified ........... NACA 641A212

Ailerons:

Total area, rearward of hinge line, sq ft .......... 19.00

Span, each, percent of b/2 .................. 37.36

Horizontal tail:

Span, ft ........................... 17.87

Total area, sq ft ...................... 70

Root chord, in ........................ 63.11

Tip chord, in ........................ 31.33

Sweepback of quarter chord, deg ............... 15.00

Total elevator area, rearward of hinge line, sq ft ...... 17.83

Dihedral, deg ........................ 0

Airfoil section .................... NACA 651A012

Vertical tail:

Span, to equivalent tip, ft ................. 7.11

Area, sq ft ......................... 38.11

Root chord, in ........................ 78.14

Tip chord, in ........................ 34.52

Sweepback of quarter chord, deg ............... 30.00

Rudder area, rearward of hinge line, sq ft .......... 10.65

Airfoil section .................... NACA 631A012

L
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CHART 1. - SPIN AND RECOVERY _CT_ISTICS OF T_ MODEL

[Recovex7 attempted by full rudder reversal tualese otherwise indicated
(recovery attempted from, and developed-spin data presented for, r_Adder-fttll-with spins)_

Attitude
7ra£ncr _ect

Dlreot£on Altitude

Right 35,000 ft

Divided
_ddor

Loading 1 in table II
Pl_ht design Boss weight

Canter-of-i_.avlty poe£t]on:
23.h percent

Wine tip tanks:Off
Rocket l_z 0ff

6U
58 6D

286 0.33

d,e., d,,e II

b

50 118u
68 IllD

283 Io.38

6, _o

d,J.l d,J

___1___

No spin

_evator

3 _

283 _.3_

h

il_, %2

Ailerons full agai_ult

(etiok left)

b

292I 0.3ll

1_, '2

d d f

1, 1 ]

e_

b _'

)2, >4 I

I I

I
' I

allero*_ lull with

(sttok right)

No

Spin

aTwo conditions poeelble
Model values

boseillatory spin, range or average values given converted to

OModel entered a glide corresponding

dRecovery attempted by sl_ltaneous reversal of full-scale va ues.
rudder to l_ull against the spin and movement of U inner wLng up
slleronm tO lull with the spin D inner wing down

evlsual satiate

fModel entered a dave

gvlsual observation

h_ecovery attempted by reversing rudder from lull with to 2/3 against the spin
IRecovery attempted by 8is_ltaneous reversal of rudder to 2/3 against the spin and movement

o£ ailerons to 2,'3 with the spin

JRecovered in an aileron roll

(desl (deg)

V S

{fps) (rps}

Turns for

recovery

t_
I
CC

-4
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CHART 2°-SPIS AHDRECO_Y CHARACTm_ISTIC$ OF THE MODEL

_ocovor7 ettomptod by 1%111 rudder reversal u_loce otherwise Ludicated (rocovel-_

attempted from. and developed apln data presented toP, ruddor-_l-wlth 8plnm)]

Tr_i_:er Attitude
Erect SLnglo

place
rudder

D_oction Altitude

Right 35,000 ft

8

5_ 6u
70 8D

286 0.37

Loading _ in table II

Wlng tip tankJ plus rocket
InStallation. f_Lll fuel

Conter-of-_Tavlty position:

22._ p_cent

Wing tip tanks: On

Rocket pods: On

Klovator

:_3, >h. i _ -_ up

298 0.3_

b,O b,c

l½

f

Allorona full against Ailerons full with __._

(stick left) (crick right)

98

0

f

_g

h,i f

No g 1

spin gl, i_

[degl (deg)

aoscillatory spin, ra_e or average values given Model values

bResovery attempted by simultaneous full rudder converted _o V

reversal and move_nt of elevator to full down corres_ondin_ If_) Irps)

CRecovercd In an inverted dive full-scale values.
U inner wing up Turns for

dRecovery attempted by revers_ rudder from full D inner wing down recovery
with tO 2/3 agalr_t the spin

eRecovery attempted by simultaneous reversal of rudder to 2/3 against the spin and movement

of elevator to 2/3 down

£Steep spin; recovery attempted before final attitude attained

_Visual estimate

hModel entered an inverted dive

iVisual observation
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indicated (recovo_ atten_tq

_r_Iner Attitude
Erect

_Direction Altitude

Right 35,000 £t

I

C_LaRT 3.- SPIN AHD RECOV_Y CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL

_Recovery attested by sIIlltaneous reversal o2 rudder to eull aEalrmt the spin, movement

of ailerons to full with the ipinj and ejection ef wing tip tanks unless ethel-wise

d from m and devolop®d-e_in data presented for r rudder-full-with epirui)_

Loadlng ? in table II-Fllght desi_ . ]
Boss weight plu_ partially l_ull_ Rocket peas: 02£

IDivided wlng tip tanks | W_ tip tanks: On
RuddeP

CenteP-of-E_avlt 7 pesition: |
_.5 percent _ |

!
a

6O 7U

10D

268 0.32

ElevatoP

2 up

a

d _ i _I'_

I, 1

1 I
'e 1 • i /e • _ /

Aileron full against

(ItlCk left)

3D

iI

.4

295

c]

I
I I _Laro_ _l .ith

aOeolllatory spin, ra_e or average valuee given

bVery oecillat_y and wanderln_ epin

CVleual estimate

dT_o oo_Itions poaeible

eRecovery attempted by lilltaneoul reversal of

_udder to 2/3 against the ipin, movement of ail-
erons to 2/3 with the spin, and ejection o2 wi_
tip tankI

Model valu(s

conver_ed to

corresponding
fuil-scale values.

U inner wing up

D inner wing down

{de8) (deg)

V

Ifps) Irps}

Turns for

recovery

I
CO

DO
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CHART 4.-SPIN AND RECOPY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL

_ecovery attempted by rudder neutralization {recovery attempted from,

and developed-spin data _reeented for, rudder-f_Lll-with splns)]

Attitude Loadlr_ 1 in table II
"Fr_iner Invarte¢ Single piece Flight design grOSS weight Wln_ tip tanks: Off

rudder
Directlon Altitude Rocket pods : Off

To pilotms 35,000 Cente_r-of-_avlty posltlo_:

right ft 23.h percent

a

No spin

Elevator

2

_ up

a

d_, c I

Controls together

(stick right)

b

b

@

b y

b

1"9,'1 i up

Controls crossed

(Stick left)

b

aModel entered an erect dive

bSteep spin; recovary attempted before final
attitude attained

CRecevered in an erect dive

dVlsual estimate

eRecovered in an inverted dive

fRecovered in a vertical dive

Model values

converted to

corresponding
ful_-scale values.

U inner wing up
D inner wing down

(de_} Ideg)

V

Ifpe) Irpsl

Turns for

recovery

13
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CHART 5.- SPIN AID RECOVERY CHARACTERISTIC30_ THE MODEL

_Reoovery attempted b 7 full rudder reversal unless ot:_o._wise indicated

(reoover attempted from, and developed-ep_l data presented for, rudder-fUll-with spine J]

Trainer attlt_ L_I_ 7 _ _able IX-Fllght doe_Inverted Sl_q_le pieee _ _groJa vew_tt_lu_t_ti8117 full / W_ tip tanke: 0_

|D_o----_l_ Altitude rudder Center-of-K_avity position: | Reeker pedro: Off

|To pilotPe 35,000 ft _.5 percent

/ right |

& a

>377

b_ h_

Controls toeether

(8t$ck right)

L

"If
I I

l

o a

i

e;

Elevator

Con_:role ol-oeeed

{stick left)
-377I

Model values

aSteep spin, recovery attempted borne final converted to

attitude attained ¢orrespondin_

bRecoverod in a short glide followed by a turn en full-scale values.

the opposite direction U inner win_ up

ORecovery attested by rudder neutralization D inner win_ down

dRecovered i_an a$1eronroll

eRecovery attempted by reversing rudder from full with to 2/3 against the spin

fRocovered _ an iz_rerted dive

gRecovered i_ a short glide a_d rolled inverted

(degl {deg)

V

I[_s) Irps)

Turns for

tet0ver_

!

co
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L_8"

Elevator hinge line J _]_,t-

4,6I"

476 645" _'95" -_

Aileron

I / _ i1' 5.71" I I _:4_-4' I_', \

p , - -- -- i

' '99*' ' '

892"

2L60" L

_-- - 22.83"

['-1.75"

Rudder hinge line_

1Q41" _

/

6_5"

i'l
Figure i.- Three-view drawing of the 1/20-scale model of the trainer

airplane. Center-of-gravity position indicated is for the loading
condition with wingtip tanks and rocket installation and full fuel.
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Fus_,lage reference line

Figure 2.- Divided-rudder configuration tested on model.
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